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Abstract 

In this paper we study the effect of removing a vertex from the semigraph on strong vertex 
covering number and strong independence number. Also we prove that the strong vertex covering 
number does not increase when a vertex is removed from the semigraph.  
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1    Introduction 

Semigraphs provide a generalization of graphs with many applications and scope for further 
research. As a result, many new theorems have appeared. Semigraphs and their applications have been 
studied in [3]. Some authors have defined parameters like domination number, independence number 
in semigraph. Our objective is to study the effect of removing a vertex from a semigraph on two 
parameters namely strong vertex covering number and strong independence number of a semigraph. 
These concepts have been defined in [5]. Also we prove that the strong vertex covering number does 
not increase when a vertex is removed. Further we prove the corresponding theorem for strong 
independence number of a semigraph. 

2    Preliminaries 

Definition 2.1. [5] Let G be a semigraph and )(GVS ⊆ . Then S  is said to be a strong vertex 

covering set if whenever x  and y  are adjacent in G  then Sx∈  or Sy∈  . 

Definition 2.2. [5] A strong vertex set with minimum cardinality is called minimum strong vertex 

covering set which also can be called as set−sα  of G . 

Definition 2.3. [5] The cardinality of an sets −α  is called the strong vertex covering number of the 

semigraph G , and is denoted as )(Gsα . 
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Definition 2.4. [5] If G  is a semigraph and )(GVS ⊂  then S  is called a strong independent set of 

G , if whenever x  and y  belong to S  and yx ≠ , then they are non-adjacent in G . 

Definition 2.5. [5] Cardinality of a maximum strong independent set of a semigraph G  is called the 

strong independence number of G  and is denoted as )(Gsβ . 

It is obvious that a set S is strongly independent if and only if SGV −)(  is a strong vertex 

covering set of G . )(vN denotes the set of vertices, which are adjacent to v .  

Consider a semigraph G and )(GVv∈ . vG −  is a semigraph whose vertex set is }{)( vGV −  and 

edge set is }:)({)( EvGEEvGE ∉∈=− .  Also note that a set S  is a maximum strong 

independent set of G if and only if   SGV −)( is a minimum strong vertex covering set of  G .  

Hence, nGG ss =+ )()( βα = number of vertices in semigraph G. 

3    Main Results 

Consider a semigraph G and )(GVv∈ . We consider the subsemigraph whose vertex set is 

}{)( vGV −  and the edge set is the set of all edges of  G  which do not contain the vertex v . We 

prove that the strong vertex covering number does not increase when a vertex is removed from a 
semigraph. 

Theorem 3.1. Let G be a semigraph and )(GVv∈  then )()( GvG ss αα ≤− . 

Proof: Let S be a minimum strong vertex covering set of G . 

Case 1: Suppose Sv∉ . 

If x and y are adjacent vertices of vG − , then x and y are adjacent vertices of G . Since S is a 

strong vertex covering set of G , Sx∈ or Sy∈ . Thus, S is a strong vertex covering set of vG − . 

Hence, )()( GSvG ss αα =≤− . 

Case 2:  Suppose Sv∈ . 

Let }{1 vSS −= , then 1S is a subset of )( vGV − .  Let x and y be adjacent vertices of vG − . Then

x  and y be adjacent vertices of G .Since S is strong vertex covering set of G , Sx∈ or Sy∈ . Since 

1},,{ Sxyxv ∈∉ or 1Sy∈ . Therefore, 1S is a strong vertex covering set of vG − . Thus,

)()( 1 GSSvG ss αα =<≤− .              ■ 

Theorem 3.2. Let G  be a semigraph and )(GVv∈ . If there is an sets −α S  such that  Sv∈ then 

)()( GvG ss αα <− . 

Proof: Consider the set }{1 vSS −= . We prove that 1S  is a strong vertex covering set of vG − . For 

this, we suppose that x  and y  are vertices of vG −  which are adjacent in vG − . So, there is an edge 

E  of vG −  such that Eyx ∈, . Since E  is also and edge of G , it follows that x and y  are adjacent 
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in G . Since S   is a strong vertex covering set of G we have Sx∈ or .Sy∈  Since vyvx ≠≠ and ,

1Sx∈  or 1Sy∈ . Thus, 1S  is a strong vertex covering set of vG − . Thus, 

)()( 1 GSSvG ss αα =<≤−  and the theorem is proved.         ■ 

Remarks: The above theorem says that if Sv∈  where S  is a minimum strong vertex covering set of 

G , then )()( GvG ss αα <− . However, the above condition is not necessary. 

Example 3.3. Consider the semigraph G  whose vertex set is }5,4,3,2,1{)( =GV and edge set is 

)}5,4(),5,3(),4,3,2,1{()( =GE . Note that the set }4,3,2{=S  is a minimum strong vertex covering 

set of G .Hence 3)( =Gsα . 

Now consider the semigraph 1−G . In this semigraph the edges are )5,3(  and (4,5). In this 

semigraph {5} is a minimum strong vertex covering set of 1−G . Hence, 1)1( =−Gsα . Thus, 

)()( GvG ss αα <− . Note that S∉1  and there is no sets −α  of G  which contains 1. 

 
Figure 1 

 

For a semigraph G  we introduce the following notations. 

)}()(:)({0 GvGGVvV sscr αα =−∈=  and )}()(:)({ GvGGVvV sscr αα <−∈=− . 

Accordingly if S is a minimum strong vertex covering set of G then for every vertex v  in S , 
−∈ crVv  (From Theorem 3.2). Thus, if kSSS ,...,, 21   are all minimum strong vertex covering sets of G, 

then ),...,2,1( kiSi =  is a subset of −
crV . 

Now we prove a necessary and sufficient condition under which a vertex 0
crVv∈ . 

Theorem  3.4.  Let G   be a semigraph and )(GVv∈   then )()( GvG ss αα =−  if and only if there is 

a minimum strong vertex covering set 1S  of vG −  such that 1)( SvN ⊂ . 

Proof: Suppose that )()( GvG ss αα =− . 

Let S  be a sets −α of G . If Sv∈ then )()( GvG ss αα <− ,  which is a contradiction. Thus, 

Sv∉ and therefore S  is a strong vertex covering set of vG − . Hence, S  is a sets −α of vG −  . 
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Let SS =1 . Suppose 1)( SvN ⊄   then there is a neighbour w of v  such that 1Sw∉ . Then 

SwSv ∉∉ ;  which contradicts the fact that S  is a strong vertex covering set of G . Thus, 

1)( SvN ⊂ . 

Conversely, suppose 1S is an sets −α  of vG −  such that 1)( SvN ⊂ . We claim that 1S is a strong 

vertex covering set of G . To prove this, suppose x  and y  are adjacent vertices in G . If vx ≠ and

vy ≠ , x  and y   are adjacent in vG − , then 1Sx∈  or  1Sy∈ . If vx ≠  and vy ≠ and suppose x  

and y  are adjacent in G  but  not in vG − , then every edge E which contains x  and y  also contains 

v . Therefore, x  and y are neighbours of v  and hence 1, Syx ∈ . 

Suppose vx =  and vy ≠ , then y  is a neighbour of v , because x  and y  are adjacent in G . 

Hence, 1Sy∈  as 1)( SvN ⊂ . Thus, )()()( GvGSG sss ααα ≤−≤≤  which implies that 

)()( GvG ss αα =− . This completes the proof of the theorem.        ■ 

From the first part of the above theorem 3.5 it is clear that if )()( GvG ss αα =− then 1)( SvN ⊂   

for every sets −α of G . Hence, we have the following corollary. 

Corollary  3.5.  If G is a semigraph )(GVv∈  and )()( GvG ss αα =−  then  

 }:{)( GofsetaisSSvN s −⊆ α . 

Corollary 3.6. Let G  be a semigraph then 0
crV  is a strong independent subset of G . 

Proof: Suppose u and 0
crVv∈  with vu ≠ . If u and v  are adjacent then )(vNu∈  and hence by 

Corollary 3.5, Su∈ , for every sets −α S of G . Let 0S  be any sets −α of G , then 0Su∈ . Hence 

by Theorem 3.2, −∈ crVu , which is a contradiction as 0
crVv∈ . Therefore, u  and v  cannot be adjacent. 

Thus, 0
crV  is a strong independent set.          ■ 

 

Theorem 3.7. Let G  be a semigraph and )(GVv∈ . Then )()( GvG ss ββ <−  if and only if there is a 

maximum strong independent set T  of vG −  such that φ=∩TvN )( . 

Proof: Suppose )()( GvG ss ββ <− . Let T be a maximum independent set of G . If Tv∈ , then 

}{vT −  is a maximum independent set of vG − . Since v   is not adjacent to any vertex in G , 

φ=∩TvN )( . 

Suppose, Tv∉ for any maximum independent set T of G . Then for any such set T , T is an 

independent set in vG − , which implies that )()( GvG ss ββ ≥− , which is contradiction. Thus, it is 

impossible that Tv∉ , for every maximum independent set T of G .  

Conversely, suppose T is a maximum independent set of vG −  such that φ=∩TvN )( .  We 

claim that T is an independent set in G  also. Suppose Tyx ∈, which are adjacent in G . Then vx ≠  
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and vy ≠  as φ=∩TvN )( . Then x  and y  are adjacent in vG −  which contradicts the maximum 

independence of T  in vG − .  

Let }{1 vTT ∪= . Since, φ=∩TvN )( , 1T  is an independent set in G  and hence, 

)()( 1 vGTTG ss −=>≥ ββ . Thus, )()( GvG ss ββ <− .        ■ 

Corollary 3.8. Let G  be a semigraph and )(GVv∈  if )()( GvG ss ββ <−  then there is a maximum 

independent set S  of G  such that Sv∈ . 

The converse of above corollary is not true in general. 

Example 3.9. Consider the semigraph G  whose vertex set }7,...,3,2,1{)( =GV   and edges are 

)5,4(),6,3(),4,3(),4,6,1(),3,2,1(  and (5,6). Note that 7 is an isolated vertex in G . We can observe 

that }7,5,1{=S  is a maximum independent set of G and 3)( =Gsβ . Now consider the semigraph

)1( −G . The edges of this semigraph are (3,4),(3,6),(4,5) and (5,6). In this semigraph }7,5,1{=T  is a 

maximum independent set and hence 3)1( =−Gsβ . Thus, )()( GvG ss ββ =−  although S∈1 which 

is maximum strong independent set of G .  
 

 
Figure 2 

 

We may note that 1)()( −=− GvG ss αα  is not always true if )()( GvG ss αα <− .  

Example 3.10.  Consider the semigraph given in Figure 3. Here the set }3,2,1,0{=S  is an sets −α of 

G . Hence, 4)( =Gsα . In the semigraph )0( −G  there are no edges and it vertex set is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

and 6. Thus, 0)0( =−Gsα . Hence, 4)()0( −=− GG ss αα . 
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Figure 3 

Theorem  3.11.  Let G  be a semigraph and )(GVv∈ , then kGvG ss −=− )()( αα if and only if 

1)()( −+=− kGvG ss ββ  for every integer 0≥k  and )(Gk sα≤ . 

Proof: Let n  be the number of the vertices of a semigraph G . Here 1)()( −=−+− nvGvG ss βα . 

Suppose kGvG ss −=− )()( αα . Then 1)()( −=−+− nvGkG ss βα . Therefore , 

( ) 1)()( −+−=− kGnvG ss αβ .  Hence, 1)()( −+=− kGvG ss ββ .  

The converse can be proved in a similar manner.        ■ 
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